
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ELLIS PARK SELECTIONS 
by JOHN M. GAVER III 

www.thesteampicks.com 
 

2020 Meeting 
Day 13: Sunday, August 2, 2020 
Post Time: 12:50 P.M. (Central) 

 

2020 Meet Record:  
103-29-22-14: 28% W, 63% ITM

BEST BET : (#4) Don Bourbon (2nd race)—5-2 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT : (#6) Edgemont Road (4th race)—4-1 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, first through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE  
(#7) TRACI’S GREELEY: Creeps up ladder but finished well for $10K off shelf in last; barn has been hot 
(#1) FREEDOM PASSAGE: The class drop is significant—liking the turf-to-slop and route-to-sprint play 
(#4) INTROSPECTION: Beaten chalk on this class level off shelf in last—tighter but likes minor awards 
(#2) QUEEN BESS: License to improve in third start off shelf, drops in class; barn is having good meet 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-4-2 
 

RACE TWO 
(#4) DON BOURBON: Likes the slop, will be an early pace factor, reunited with Leparoux—formidable 
(#5) FASTLY: Broke from 1-hole, had rough trip in career bow at Indiana Grand—improvement in cards 
(#3) ALLEGE: Uncle Mo colt is bred top and bottom to relish a sloppy racetrack—upside in second start 
(#6) PIT BOSS: Figures to get a good trip stalking the pace in the vanguard; like cutback to 8-panel trip 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-3-6 
 

RACE THREE 
(#2) PERFECT HAPPINESS: Gets a perfect stalking trip off Sense of Place and Partylicious—kicks clear 
(#4) PARTYLICIOUS: Broke maiden on debut in 1:09 flat at 21-1; first start for a high-percentage outfit 
(#6) JOSIE: Will be tighter in second start off a near three-month layoff; has yet to hit the board in 2020 
(#1) SENSE OF PLACE: Carved out a quick pace, spit the bit in first crack at winners; bred to love slop 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-6-1 
 

RACE FOUR 
(#6) EDGEMONT ROAD: Likes slop, the speed of the speed on paper—have to catch him to beat him 
(#1) HIP HIP JORGE: Capable of a winning effort off sidelines; broke maiden by open lengths in mud 
(#2) HEROS REWARD: Bred to handle a sloppy racetrack, liking slight cutback in distance; is tractable 
(#7) STRAIGHT SHOT: Exits a “live” heat, broke his maiden off a layoff—handles a track with moisture 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-7 
 

RACE FIVE 
(#2) SHELL SHOCKER: Exits a quick race at Keeneland, major upside in second start; experience edge 
(#5) BRIBERY: Been training forwardly at the Pea Patch—barn wins at a 15% clip with first-time starters 
(#3) LOUMO: Barn has unveiled a couple of first-time juvenile winners at meet; is bred to relish the slop 
(#8) KING FURY: Dam a Grade 2 stakes winner, he cost $950,000; Curlin colt is bred to love slop/mud 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-3-8 
 

RACE SIX—Runhappy Preview Turf Sprint Stakes 
(#2) TIGER BLOOD: Hard-knocking seven-year-old has won four of past five outside of graded stakes 
(#8) VANBRUGH: Ran like he needed his stateside debut off a long layoff; should love a cut in ground 
(#1) HIGH CRIME: Only beaten five lengths and change in G1 Maker’s Mark Mile; love cutback to 5.5F 
(#6) TELL YOUR DADDY: Doesn’t have to come from downtown to factor; good try in G2 Shakertown 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-1-6 



 
 

RACE SEVEN—Kentucky Downs Preview Tourist Mile Stakes 
(#3) SPECTACULAR GEM: Bay is at his best at a flat mile trip on turf, handles yielding ground; handy 
(#1) MR. MISUNDERSTOOD: Defending champ but was no match for geared-down top choice in last 
(#5) CRAFTY DADDY: G3 placed on turf but makes first start since September 2019—may need a race 
(#6) CORRUZE: Beaten a length and change for the money while 7-wide in Keeneland G2—blinkers on 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-5-6  
 

RACE EIGHT—Kentucky Downs Preview Ladies Sprint Stakes 
(#2) INTO MYSTIC: West Coast invader was only beaten a length and change in G2 stakes in turf bow 
(#4) MEADOW DANCE: Jimmy Creed filly is G1 placed on dirt, sire’s get handle the turf too—tighter 
(#5) MORTICIA: 10-time winner is a multiple stakes winner sprinting on grass but 2020 form is suspect 
(#10) AMBASSADOR LUNA: Game off shelf in $75K stakes at Gulfstream—tighter, can move forward 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-5-10 
 
RACE NINE—Kentucky Downs Preview Ladies Turf Stakes 
(#4) DADDY IS A LEGEND: She has a back class advantage—“cat hopped” in last outing off sidelines 
(#7) MITCHELL ROAD: Difficult to knock her consistency, very handy—third start of current form cycle 
(#1) SHE’SONTHEWARPATH: Half-length shy of winning past four—all in stakes—runs for Sutherland  
(#10) AMAZIMA: Heading the right way off the layoff—two lengths behind She’sonthewarpath last time 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-1-10 
 
RACE TEN—Kentucky Downs Preview Turf Cup Stakes 
(#11) FACTOR THIS: Has the early speed to overcome 11-hole, 2-for-2 on Ellis turf—defending champ  
(#2) BOTSWANA: Second to top choice at 36-1 in this race in ‘19, will be good price again; worth look 
(#8) RY’S THE GUY: The cutback to a 10-furlong trip works in his favor, exits graded stakes; stalks pace 
(#1) HIERARCHY: He’s coming off a sharp turf win in Louisville, C-Lan saves ground—15-1 morning line 
SELECTIONS: 11-2-8-1 
 
 
ALL STAKES PICK 5 TICKET 
Races 6-10/ Ellis Park, Sunday, August 2, 2020 
50-cent play=$36—Post time: 3:10 P.M. (Central) 
Race 6: (#1) High Crime (#2) Tiger Blood (#8) Vanbrugh—3 
Race 7: (#1) Mr. Misunderstood (#3) Spectacular Gem—2 
Race 8: (#2) Into Mystic (#4) Meadow Dance (#5) Morticia (#10) Ambassador Luna—4 
Race 9: (#1) She’sonthewarpath (#4) Daddy Is a Legend (#7) Mitchell Road—3 
Race 10: (#11) Factor This—1 
 


